



























ba’i rgyal po.and.the.Biji Book.(Bi ci’i pu ti kha ser).is.that.they.are.unedited..Another.
advantage.is.that.we.can.more.or.less.date.them,.based.on.their.origin.in.cave.17.and.
their.type.of.writing..








was.a.multi-cultural.place..The.most.obvious.evidence.for. this. is. the.multiplicity.of.
languages.of.the.Dunhuang.manuscripts..Although.Chinese.is.the.most.important.lan-
guage.of. the.Dunhuang.collection,. it.also.has.many.documents. in.Tibetan,.Sogdian,.













the. same. locations,.but.have. also. interacted. in.multiple.ways.9.This. raises. the.grand.
question.of.discerning.cultural.interactions.within.the.various.medical.cultures.present.
in.Dunhuang..Much.more.research.–.particularly.of.the.collaborative.kind.–.is.needed.
to. fully.address. this.question..What.I.discuss.here. is.one. initial.contribution. in. this.
direction..
I.will. refer.here.only. to. the. six.manuscripts.which.are. strictly. about.medicine.10.
There.are.three.manuscripts.(P..tib.127,.P..tib..1044,.P..tib..1058).on.moxibustion..Of.








































manuscripts,.as.Ligeti. (in.his.analysis.of.P.. tib..1283).and.others.have.discussed,. the.






11. ….sna khrag mtshI na/ ta zIg gyI shog shog …gdab/.P..tib..127,.ll..174–75..Luo.Bingfen,.et al..2002:.222..
12. IOL.Tib.J.756,.l..17..Luo.Bingfen,.et al..2002:.132..









in.the.Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya saṃhitā..How.then.to.read.the.reference.to.“rgya gar gi rgyal po’i yul”.remains.
an.open.question..It.is.to.be.noted,.however,.that.the.term.me bsta’.was.used.in.the.11th.century.by.the.












phyag sbal).20.It.is.a.compilation.of.all.traditions.of.medical.practice.(dpyad yig thams 
cad),.in.addition.to.being.compiled.according.to.the.indigenous.(phugs pa)21.medical.
practice.of.Zhang.zhung.
dpyad yIg ’dI ni phyag sbal na yang myed de/ dpyad yIg tha,ms cad las kyang bdus 
pa’I steng du zhang zhung gyI dpyad phugs pa dang/ sbyar te bgyis pa lags so/ ///
Foreign Names of Materia Medica
Tracing.materia medica.which.are.derived.from.foreign.names.is.another.path.to.follow.
in.order. to. trace. foreign. interactions..Luo.Bingfen.has.pointed.out. that.particularly.
in.two.of.the.manuscripts.there.are.many.drug.names.that.are.transliterated.from.the.











































The.word.for.saffron. (gur kum). is.another. interesting. loan-word..As.Laufer.has.
pointed.out,.the.Tibetan.forms.of.the.word.point.out.to.a.direct.link.with.the.Persian.
kurkum,.rather.than.the.Sanskrit.kuṅkuma..The.Persian.itself.is.traceable.to.the.Assy-
rian.karkuma,.Hebrew.karkōm. and.Syriac.kurkemā.36.Another. foreign.name. in. the.

















33. The.text.says:.dgong gur kum.–.for.which.the.editors.explain:.gur kum mam kha che sha ka ma;.p..232,.
n..146..










Central Asian Melange 
	  
The word for saffron (gur kum) is another interesting loan-word. As Laufer has pointed out, the 
Tibetan forms of the word point out to a direct link with the Persian kurkum, rather than the 
Sanskrit karpūra. The Persian itself is traceable to the Assyrian karkuma, Hebrew karkom and 
Syriac kurkema.36 Another foreign name in the Dunhuang materia medica (in IOL Tib J 756) is 
the Tibetan name for theriac, Dar ya kan,37 a loan-word which has been discussed by Beckwith, 
and which seems to be derived from the Arabic or Persian form of the potion tiryāq (Arabic: 
قﻕﺎﯾﻳﺮﺗ; Greek: Ɵθηριακή), a very popular remedy originating from Greece, which became very 
widespread in the Muslim world.38 It is used here – as it often is in the Muslim and western 
world - against poisoning.  
Foreign locations, foreign names, and the abundance of luxury goods in the Tibetan materia 
medica from Dunhuang all point to the importance of analyzing this material in relation to 
cross-cultural trade. The location of the Dunhuang caves, a crossroad of both of trade and of 
cultur , brings to mind a key perspective of André Gunder Frank, his notion of “the Centrality 
of Central Asia,” where he rgues, following Christopher Beckwith, that “Central Asia is truly 
the ‘missing link’ in Eurasi  and even world history.”39 The Tibetan medical knowledge as 
mirrored in the Dunhuang manuscripts is crucial for reflecting on the global nature of ancient 
medicine, not only in relation to medical knowledge which Tibetan medicine ‘imported,’ but 





Old Tib tan Manuscripts 
IOL Tib J 756   Medical text. 
IOL Tib J 1246   Medical text. 
P. tib. 127   Moxibustion text. 
P. tib. 1044   Moxibustion text. 
P. tib. 1057   Medical text. 
P. tib. 1058   Moxibustion illustration. 
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